problem statement
PM
Data
management

- how to do predictions under complex situation (project level)

investigate methods of
understanding
complexity in
managing const
Projects

Leverage industry data
to predict success (vs.
company-only data)

Automation of
coordination processes
using AI and Machine
Learning

Bim data
Management in
large projects.

Find ways to generate
data from emails and
attach it to BIM

Data driven predictive
analytics for project
management

Cost Analytics - Cost
data streams and
corresponding 3D
scope

- the flow of data from the begining of the project towards the end. the transformation of
the data and their impact to different project stackholders

Metrics for
data-driven/enabled
projects

Common BIM
definition between
architects and
constructors

- data strategy in change management
- predictive analytics at different levels(company level)
- data integration strategy and how de we enable different group speak the same
language, and connect the data automatically
- Connect all forms of communication :meeting notes, pictures, email, text messages... and
help people pin the data
- For example, track what was procured and why for replacement information later (150
hp pump needed, got 250hp because of availability, what will be bought when the pump
needs to be replaced in 10 years?)

What business barriers
are preventing
New groupthe
realization of the
intergrater

integrated
Vdc vision
design_+const model
or
1 model

insurance
req
owner
requirements or
lack of

self perform task
vs gc performed

low bid
or
lowest cost
delivery method d+b+b
db
ppp

risk
transfer
diferent
workflow but
historic contract

business law cife econ

Business
model
Value proposition to
designers of vdc...
change in contracting
model?

Metrics to incentivize
design / owners vdc

Operational phase
Building prrformance

how to enable cultural
change in an industry
that's completely
fragmented

Implementation
challenges VDC - put
the glasses on the
sub-contractor.

lack of
interoperability
in BMS programs

database /
datamanagement to
store building services
data in a structured

Occupant comfort,
productivity linked with
AI-driven building
controls

managing software
updates for smart
buildings and/or IOT

knowledge capture
knowledge is best
extracted in a problem
solving context.
Integrated team

dynamics is an ideal
environment for
capturing
multidisciplnary deep

knowledg. How can
you do this without
disrupting the process
or investing

excessive man hours?
Video and audio with
AI post processing?

Our engineers learn by asking questions in the field
of workman, superintendents, and project managers.
Is there a way to capture this knowledge
automatically?

Building
performance
management
Relate occupant
productivity
(well-being) with
building performance

... Building
performance

AI-driven building
energy performance
controller - design &
application

Smart buildings in
terms of different
performance criteria

Application of VDC
simulation to allow
follow up on
HPB-metrics

1.how to deal with the HPB concept (USBO) through the early LC
(D&C) of building projects? whole LC?
1.1 Metrics?
1.2 Process?
1.3 Contract?
1.4 Stakeholders?
2.how to adjust building performance (HVAC, daylighting, etc.) to a
specific occupant behavior/state ? given the retrospective data (AI)
2.1protocols to collect and process the data
2.2.implementation of AI-driven algorithms into design& simulation
tools
2.3 cost-benefit analysis ROI (economic & environmental)
3.development of AI- and occupant- driven building multi-objective
controller (real-time?)
4.translation of 2. & 3. into standards & regulations (e.g. ,
development of productivity impact scale)
5. screening of existing standards &regulations based on
cost-benefit anlysis
6. a building that "heals" - you leave the building in a "better'' state
than come in

what are the problems?

Mission Statement
Constuction focus
Advanced methods

- (CVPR) object recognition to make actionable decisions.
- People intesive process of managing and monitoring safety with manual processes.
(results in no scalable learning)
- dont have a library of objects (process and physical).
- What do we aim the AI solution at? Whats-the biggest most urgent problem in
construction that we can aim AI at? makes upfront investent evaluation to prove ROI.
- For sensors: non standard data integration, no big picture evaluation possible.
(unstructured data).
- dont have ways to predict outcomes based on observation (leading indicators for safety)
(scedule compliance by area or by system) (waze of scheduling learned plus real time
analytics "x/here's what is probably going to happen to you") (thresholds for stay the
course or change whats happening).
- there are no tools to leverage ML for quality, schedule, safety outcomes.
- simulation data not being complex enough to model real world conditions.
- AI decision auditability. Audit trail for why a decision was made.

Object – Process
Modeling for
Construction
safety management
process
technology
system

Application of AI
and ML in
construction
Process
Modelling &
Simulation

Connecting
Model-Based System
Engineering and Virtual
Design & Construction

cvpr

Design Focus AI

Unused Notes

Continuous Improvement in Design
Effectiveness (Construction &
Operation)

Site data
collection
Problem Statement
Redefine Design Process for
Multidisciplinary coordination to support
Automated Analysis and Optimization
opportunities:
design quality (including constructability analysis)
> avoid CO
> redefine "completion" of design
design efficiency and optimization
> scoping
> code analysis automation
> industrialization analysis

Skills
Training

Design focus
AI

Simultaneous Design,
Analysis, Synthesis,
Testing for in situ
decision making

Optimization of
number of sensors and
simulation iteration for
good enough
Eliminate burden of
documenting the past
(in order to focus on
future)

LCA and LCC
integrated in
early stage of
design

AI-driven
design
Generative
HVAC Design

Data driven
design and
automation

Robotics
social impact of
collaboration with
more technology

lack of consistent
training for facility
managers

declining skill
levels due to
labor shortages

Application of
blockchain

regenerative design
> insight into level of design definition (LoDD)
> simulate occupant behavior and environment
connection (as ground truth) to control system metrics

Prefab options,
tradeoffs (panelized,
volumetric, ...)

Change in mindset
(e.g., construction vs.
fabrication)

How to work with
millions of datapoints

Generative design to
get a better on site
production
(industrialized)

disappearing
knowledge
constructable
model

generative sensing =
automated/optimal sensor/camera
placement, analytics, and operations

Implementation of
AI-based tools

Martin's Notes
Data management for
BIM

AI and
robotics
Better management
methods/theories for
complex projects

